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Apart from the enumerative nature of event frequencies, the connection between Bayesian 
theory and combinatorics does not seem to be an obvious one. In this paper, I study the 
underlying combinatorial structure of a particular class of Bayesian revision problems This 
class is characterized by two properties. First. the Initial Bayesian prior is taken to bc Dirichlet. 
Second, the se Iuence of observations generated by the stochastic process in questncr:. assumed 
i.i.d., is taken to convey imperfect information in general. 
In the body of the paper, I demonstrate that the combimltb>risJ features of interest surface 
during the application of Bayes’ Rule. This gives rise to a seque’lce of posterior distributions 
havir;g strong combinatorial attributes. Not unexpectedly, the first moments of the posteriors 
turn -3ut to have strong combinatorial attributes as well; and these are of special interes:. 
Finally, the analysis serves to generalize the well-known conjugate family property for 
Dirichlet distributions (see DeGroat [l]) from the case when observations .anvey perfkct 
information to the case where they convey irnperfecl information. 
0. Introduction 
Apart from the ftnumerative nature of event frequencies, the connection 
between Bayesian theory and combinatoxics does n?t seem to be an obvious one. 
In this paper, I study the underlying combinatorial structure of a particular class 
of Bayesian revision problems. This class is characterized by two properties. 
(1) The initial Bayesian prior is taken to be Dirichlet. 
(2) The sequence of observations generated by the stochastic process in qup+ 
tion, assumed i.i.d.,’ is taken to convey imK)erfect information in general. 
In the body of the ,>aper, I demonstrate that the combinatorial features oi 
interest surface during the application of Bayes’ Rule. This gives rise to a 
sequence of posterior distributions having strong combinatorial attributes. Not 
unexpecte Ily, the first moments of the posteriors turn out to have strong 
combinatori4 attributes as well; and these are of special interest. These results 
serve to generalize the well-known conjugate family property for Dirichlet 
distributions (see De Groat [ 11) from the case when observations convey perfect 
information to the case wilere they convey imperfect information. 
The asymptotic behaviour of the sequence of posterior distributions is also 
’ Independent :md identically aistributed. 
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studied. Of interest is the 
the observation sequence 
convergence is provided. 
I. The model 
1.1. The process 
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extent of Bayesian learning given the imperfections in 
A result which effectively characterizes the sense of . 
Let X be a finite set with generic element x+ i = 1,2.. . .) n. A probability 
distribution on X is simply a vector p = (pi, p2, . . . , p,,) with pi being attached to 
xi. Take time to be discrete, and consider an i i.d. process in which an element 
from X is chosen in every period according to some probability distribution p that 
is constant over time. 
A realization of this process is denoted 2 = Z,, i2_ . . . . et Y,, &, . . . be a 
sequence of partitions of X. Suppose that the realization 2 generates a sequence 
of observations fir, &, . . . where & E Yt and Zt E &.2 The interpretation of fit as an 
observation is as follows: it is known that .& E &, but it is not known which 
element of fit occurred in period t if & is not a singleton. 
In general, fir, &, . . . , can be any sequence of nonempty subsets in X. This 
point deserves some emphasis because it implies that the sequence of partitions 
Y,‘ Y2,. . . is in no way restricted. Consequently the important case in which 
neither Yl nor Ys is a refinement of the other is admitted. 
1.2. Underlyiq combinatorial attributes 
Consider the first T periods of the process, and the associated sequence 
.3 ,, 07, . . . , & The Cartesian product XT= 1 X describes the set of all possible 
realizations of the process during periods I through 7’. Define the set 
XT(pI, 32, . . . , &) ={i’ = (i1, . . . , ST) 1 kt E &, t = 1,2,. . . , T}. 
X-TUG, P29 - * - 9 P-r) is the set of all realizations of length T that could have 
resulted in the sequence &, P2, . . . , &. Let Ei be the n-dimensional vector whose 
only nonzero component is a 1 in the i th place. Define E, = Ei if & = +y. TO each 
realization gT associate the vector sum 
r(P) = 1 12~. 
r(Z T, is an absoll cte frequemy vector (;d.f.v.) whose ith component denotes the 
number of times that *xi occurs in iT1”. Define GFr ={r = (r,, r2,. . . , I;,) 1 ri is a 
nonnegative integer, C;_., ri = T). 
Let r be an arbitrary element in GT. Consider the number L,(r) of sequences 
‘This is the standard Nay of representing imperfect infor:mGo~. See 13-j. 
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Z7“ E XT’ X that give rise to trequency vector r. Then L-Jr) is given by the 
multinornial coefficient:” 
Lq-(r) = T!/r, ! rz! l * l r,, ! (1) 
Similarly, define M,(r) to be the number of sequences x7 E XT(&, k2,. . . , &) 
that give rise to r. (In general, there is no analogous expression to the multinomial 
coefficient.) Consider the ratio M&9/L+(r). If M&) = 0, then the frequency 
vector attached to the actual realized sequence r?* could not be r. Put another 
way, the degree to which r is specific to p,, &, . . . , &- when MT(r) = 0 is zero. On 
the other haold, if &f-r(r) = b(t), then r is completely specific to the sequence 
P19 P 2, . . . , &. Clearly, M&)&-(r) lies between zero and one, and measures the 
degree to which a given frequency vector is Fpecific to the observations 
PI* (3 2r l l l , lip 
Let r’ E Gr with &(r’) > 0. Then if Xi E p?_, it f0ilOWs that 
belongs tc G,_ l and MT__,(r) > 0 with respect to the sequence &, p2, . . 4 .?i;7’-1. 
Ckady there are exactly MT+(t) elements in XT(p,, &, . . . , &) with &. =x,. 
Therefore, we have 
M7‘( r’) = c M?_--,(r). (2) 
r’=r+F, 
In Bayesian analysis, a prior density function n&) represents the initial state of 
knowledge about the probability distribution gc nerating the i.i.d. process. rJ*) is 
defined on the simplex 
rr,,(p) designates the subjective probability density with which p generates the 
process in question. 
The following problem is well known [l]. Suppose that p, is a singleton for all t. 
Then if r&) is a Dirichlet distribution4 and Bayes’ Rule is applied after each 
’ In general, (1) gives the number of ways a population cf size T can be partit oned into TV groups 
with there being r, members in group i. See [::I. In the present context the--e are T outcomes 
.C,, &, . * . , - < of which r, are associated with x,. In other words the ith group in the partition of T 
outcomes corresponds to tne occurrence of x,. 
-) A Dirichlet distribution takes the form 
where I(-) is the Gamma function. Although more general cases can be considered, the combinatorial 
attributes pertain to the situation in which the r, are normegative integers. 
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observation, the sequence an,(*), ~~(9, . . . of Bayesian posteriors are all Dirichlet 
as well. This is known as the property of conjugate pairs. Since the uniform 
distribution is also Dirichlet. there is no loss of generality in taking rTTo~ 0) to b&z 
uniform on A. The next section addresses the question of how this result carries 
over to an arbitrary sequence p 1, &, . . . ; specific attention is paid to the role 
played by the combinatorial attributes discussed above. 
2. Results 
For sake of exposition, consider first the case of a single observation PI. Recall 
that 7ro(*) is given by the uniform prior distributio? 
7FJp) = (n - w 
The posterior distribution is simply obtained by applying Hayes’ Rule? 
prow, I PI l n-lb) 
n1(p) = jd Prob(@, 19) l To(q) dq 
where p, q E A. 
Since Prob{ PI 1 p} is simply zY,EB, pi, (3) can be expressed as: 
(3) 
(4) 
(4) is not the most general expression for rr,(m). This is give;! below in the 
statement of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1. Let &, &, . . . , &+1, be given. Then 
where: 
roof?. (i) The argument is by induction. That the theorem 
T = 1 is easily seen from (2) and (4). 
holds for the case 
(ii) Let :he theorem be true for arbitrary T. That is, assume that w&) is given 
’ The constant is given by the form of the Dirichlet distribution. See the previous footnote. 
6 In order to 1~ gitimately apply Bayes Rule, one assumes that .C, is chosen in a compound lottery 
with p being first determined according to V,,(S), and T, then being selected according to p. 
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Consequently, rr,+ r(p) is proportional to 
x Gz , Pi l C MT(r)Pi1 l ’ l Pk- (8) 
I . rcG, 
A typical product that emerges when ca-yi~~ out the multiplication in (8) is: 
/‘&.(r)p,p;~ . . . p,51 l l l f;_ (9) 
Notice that (9) combines an 4 E @ T+l with an r E GP Notice too that (9) is equal to 
M,(r)p;l l l l PI’+’ . . . p;; (10) 
so that the exponents in (10) correspond to a typical r’ E GT+, . Second, collecting 
terms in r’ (from (9)) leads r’ to have as its coefficient 
TE G, 
which is equal to MT+ Jr’) by (2). Therefore ~~+~(p) is proportional to 
Since jA nT+&) dp = 1, integration of (11) leads to the expression for CT+ 1. u 
Theorem 1 demonstrates that the conjugate family property carries over to 
general sequences PI, &, . . . , &-. One simply generalizes the posterior function 
from being a simple Dirichlet distribution to a weighted sum of Dirichlet 
functions. Each such function corresponds to a frequency vector and its associated 
w tight is proportional to the number of sequences iT consistent with that 
frequency vector. The combinatorial aspects of the problem should be apparent 
from the proof. 
Since the Bayesian setting takes an outcome &-+, to be chosen from a 
compound lottery in which p is first selected according to mJ*) a,rd then 5, + 1 is 
selected according to p (see footnote 6) the unconditional probability attached to 
the event {Cr+, = xi} is just; 
(12) 
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( 12) too, turns out to have an interesting combinatorial structure which is 
described in Theorem 2 below. 
Theorem 2. 
PirT(p) dp = 
CT l T c MT(T) ri + 1 -_ (T+n--l’! l rGCI, L&t) T+n * (13) 
Proof. Observe that 
(since the latter is the inverse of the constant associated with the standard 
Dirichlet distribution) 
ri + 1 r,!r2! l 9 l r ! z-* 
T+n (r,+r2+* l l +r,,L--I)! (14) 
(since II’=, vi = T for r E GT), ri is integer-valued, and F(r+ 1) = r!). Therefore, 
(from (14)) 
CT ’ T c MT(r) ri + 1 --- =(T+n-- l)! rcGr L-Jr) T+n * q 
If fit is always a singleton set, then A4-,.(r) = 1 for one and only one r E GF In 
this case, the unconditional probability attached to Xi is just ri + l/T+ n (since 
C’-,- l T/(T+ ~1! -- l)! must be unity because Ci Jd pinT(p) dp = 1). Therefore (13) 
states that for a general sequence @,, &, . . . , &- the unconditional probability 
attached to Xi is a convex combination of the Dirichlet means. Each mean 
corresponds to a frequency vector r E GT, *,vith the associated weight being 
proportic; nal to A&+&(r)-the degree to which r is specific to &, &, . . . , &. 
3. No aviow 
A final issue concerns the asymptotic behaviour of r-&). Let p* denote the true 
probability distribution on X which underlies the i.i.d. process generating the 
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observations. A standard question in Bayesian analysis asks whether there is a 
well-defined sense in which ~~(0) converges to p*? It is easy to see that such 
convergence need not occur in general. For instance, if &- = X for all T, then 
r&) = n,,(e) for all T. This simply fJlows from Bayes’ Rule (3) and the fact that 
C&E&. Pi = 1. 
The general problem at hand postulates that & belongs to a partition YT of X. 
In studying the asymptotic behaviour of k+}, focus attention on the set PO = 
{p 1 q-(p) -+ 0 almost surely}. Let /3 c X arid denote by p(p) the sum CX,EP pi. Call 
0 verifiable at T if and only if p lies in the field generated by YP That is, p is 
verifiable at T if either & c 0 or &- f7 p = fl for all realizations. The main result 
of the present section, Theorem 3, establishes a sufkient condition under which 
p(p) will be 1 earned through Bayesian revision. 
Theorem 3. Let there exist an event p which is verifiable at infinitely many T, and 
suppose thclt p(p) # p*(p). Then p E P,,. 
Proof. (i) Consider first the special case in which Yr is equal to some fixed 
partition Y for all T. Let Y ={p’, p2,. . . , f3”) and denote by py the K- 
dimensional vector with typical component ~(0~). Define 
From Theorem 3, we have 
(15) 
Observe that when p is verifiable, one has r(p) -I(@) so thzt E&p’) is given by 
(15). 
(ii) Consider a new Bayesian problem with the same observations in which Y 
is treated like X, flk like Xi, and p y like p. Then one obtains a Bayesian posterior 
&(*) on p” which is a simple Dirichlet distribution with mean components given 
by (F(tik)+ 1)/T+ K. Notice that this differs from E,(py) above; however the two 
can be made equivalent by adding n - K fictious observations in which pk is 
observed 1.6 ’ I- 1 additional rimes in t e new problem. A similar remark holds for 
higher-order moments. 
(iii) It is well known that the theorem holds in the standard framework when 
observations are singleWill; and the posterior is a simple Dirichlet 
distribution. But by (ii), the distribution on p y is a simple Dirichlet ds well. 
Consequently the theorem holds as stated when Yr = 1’ for all T. 
(iv) Consider now the general case when YT is not ccinstant across T. Observe 
that n.&) is proportional to the product 
p(P,) l ;1)(82) - l - ’ - p-w. (16) 
Group the terms in this product so that each group represents a given partition Y. 
Then (16) can be expressed as &[X,,( y, + p<P,)]. Let Y be arbitrary with T,, 
denoting the number of times that Yl = Y in the first T periods. Without loss of 
generality take Y, = Y in periods 1 through ‘&. Then V,(P) is proportional to 
Xs,Cy, _y p(&). Suppose that TY + x as T * 00. Then by part (iii) above, 
nTI (p‘)-+ 0 if p(p) # p*(p), where p is any event which is verifiable during the 
first Ty periods. Therefore (16) implies the theorem in the genera? case. Cl 
It should be fairly evident that Theorem 3 constitutes the strongest general 
convergence result for this problem. If /3 is an event which is only verifiable 
finitely often, then it is easy to construct examples in which p(p) dithers from 
p”(p) and lim,,, rr, (p) is positive. Indeed if for some T, & = X for all t b T, then 
PO will be a set whose Lebesgue-measure is zero. 
Mention should also be made of the fact that Theorem 3 will sometimes imply 
that p*(P) can be inferred from the observation sequence even when fl is not 
verifiable infinitely often. For example, let 11 = 3 and suppose that Yt is 
{ix,). (x,, x,)} when f is even, and {{x,, x2), (x3}} when c is odd. Observe that both 
{x,) and {x3} are verifiable infinitely often, but {x2} is not. In fact, (x2} is verifiable 
at uo date. From 9eorem 3, however, the values pT and p: will be learned 
asymptotically. Hence p; will be learned too since 
p;=1- pT - p;, 
There are a number of interesting features of the problem that do not arise in 
the proof of Theorem 3. First, in the case in which Y, = 1. for all T, the statement 
E&p(p)) -+ p*(p) (for p verifiable) follows immediately from the strong law of 
large numbers. Second, convergence of E,(p(p)) appesa to be a much weaker 
staternent than the statement of Theorem 3: howevet. it turns out that in a 
Bayesian setting, mean convergence carries along with it the strongltr sense of 
convergence. 
TG see why, define 
It is easily verified that7 
’ Use Bayes’ Rule to obtain v,. + ,(a\ in terms of rr.,.(.). Then substitute for rr?- + ,(*) in the expression 
for E-, + ,(p.)- E,(p,). 
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Finally, consider the case in which for any t, s one has either YI is as fine as Y, 
or Y, as fine as Y,. For simplicity, let Y’ and Y” be two partitions of X with Y” 
being strictly finer than Y’. Suppose that either Yt = Y’ or Yt = Y” for all !. 
Consider an event p which is only verifiable when Y, = Y”. (Needless to say, any 
event ar which is verifiable when Yf = Y’ is also verifiable when Yf -- Y”.) The way 
in which learning about p*(p) takes place is quite interesting. In view of the 
remarks above, attention will be focused on E-&(p)). 
Without loss of generality, take (Y = {x,, x2, . . . , x,} t- Y’. Let r E Gr, and con- 
sider the first j components of r, denoted r,. Construct a new smaller Bayesian 
problem in which X is replaced by cy. fir, p2. . . . , & will be replaced by 
0;“. 0% - - - 9 @T,, with the latter sequence being defined as follows. /3: is the firs: 
element of /3,, &, . . . , &- such that p’; c CW; p; is the second such element, and so 
on. Let r be any element of G-r for which M&PO. Then 
because either p, c (Y or pt n (Y = $3 for all t. Observe that r, constitutes an a.f.v. 
for this new smaller problem. Let &.(r,) and A&Jr,) be the analogues of Z,(r) 
and A&(r) in the smaller problem. 
Designate the last T-j components of r as & and define Tti = T- T,. Notice 
that Fa is an a.f.v. for the Bayesian problem in which X is replaced by X\cx and 
{py} is defined analogously to (py} except that py c X\cx. Similarly obtain I+ 0 (FJ 
and A&.,( &). Then it is easily verified that when r = (m, r,) 
and 
&-(I) = M,, (,-,) l MT, e-* i. 
Therefore by Theorem 2 Prob(xi 1 a}, which is defined as ET( m)/yi =, Er(pk ). is 
given by 
(17) 
where i ~j and 
The importance of ( 17) rests on the fact that the expression for &{_u, i o} in the 
original problem and the expression for &,, (pq ) in the smaller problem (where Q! 
replaces X) are identical. This means that we can study the asymptotic properties 
of PT{Xi 1 a) by focusing on the smaller problem. Observe that either p‘: c Y” or 
6’; zz (x for all t. If /3 ‘f = cy, it follows from Bnyes’ Rule that ~‘:(%p~) = rry ,(p” ). 
Therefore Ey \I p”) = Ey- , (p’ j, and we have: Whenever &_ I E V’ in the original 
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process, Pi.+ I(xi 1 a} = Pr{xi 1 CX>.” (This property is implied by the above stated 
argument and the fact that when &+, E Y’ and &-+1 # CY, the expression for 
PT(Xi 1 a) is unaffected since r,, L-&J, and A&&J are unaffected.) It follows 
that convergence of xY,EQ E+(pi) occurs along the whole process, while con- 
vergence of CY,EB PT{Xi 1 a]. occurs along the Y”-subprocess provided that the 
latter occurs infinitely often. Therefore &P &(pi) converges to Cx,E8 p” because 
4. Conclusion 
The conjugate family appropriate to the problem under discussion has been 
shown to consist of weighted sums of Dirichlet functions. Each such function has a 
relative frequency vector as its exponents, and the weight attached to it has been 
shown to be the number of realizations that give rise to this frequency vector. The 
posterior mean has been shown to be a convex linear combination of (Ihe means 
associated with the components making up the posterior. ‘What seems particula-ly 
interesting is that the weight attached to a particular mean is the degree tir which 
the frequency vector generating it is specific to the observations received. Al- 
thlijugh quite reasonable, this result would not seem to be directly suggested by 
intuition. 
The weights for both the posterior distributions and their means are com- 
binatorial in nature. The combinatorial structure which underlies th#c problem 
surfaces in the application of Bayes’ Rule. This is discussed in the proof of 
Theorem 1. The proof (particularly expressions (7)~(11)) describes the rltlation- 
ship between Bayes’ Rule in this context and the combinatorial proposition which 
appears in Section I. 
Finally, the asymptotic behaviour of the sequence of posterior distributions has 
the probability of any event which i:< verifiable infinitely often being learned. 
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